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Pharmacologic agents used in retina medicine are highly advanced and help to address a variety of neovascular and inflammatory conditions. However, despite the efficacy of current retinal therapies for posterior segment diseases, the armamentarium is ineffective in the presence of underlying photoreceptor cell death.

Several emerging approaches to vision loss attempt to stabilize, restore, or grow new photoreceptor cells (ie, stem cell therapy) or harness the function of remaining viable retinal ganglion cells (ie, retinal prostheses). Yet the former is primarily invoked once loss of viability is apparent, while the latter is limited by electrode array technology and the challenges of overcoming altered retinal circuitry.

Photoreceptor cell death is the underlying mechanism for loss of visual function in many retina diseases. Thus, photoreceptor cell death, and not cataract, diabetes, or age-related macular degeneration (AMD), per se, is the leading cause of untreatable blindness worldwide. Despite current excellent therapies, there is nothing to directly protect photoreceptors from programmed cell death. I believe this problem is the No. 1 unmet need in ophthalmology.

BACKGROUND

There are 3 known mechanisms by which human cells can die: necrosis, which is a catastrophic, unplanned death event; autophagy, wherein the cell digests itself as part of a starvation survival mechanism; and apoptosis, or programmed cell death. Apoptosis is how most cells in the human body die. It is distinct from necrosis, which is chaotic death, and is the final common pathway for many diseases—not just macular degeneration, but a whole host of ophthalmic and systemic diseases. It is also a natural biological process and is needed for normal development, differentiation, homeostasis, and immune regulation.

There are 2 pathways inherent to apoptosis: an extrinsic pathway, aptly named the death pathway, and an intrinsic, or mitochondrial, pathway (Figure 1). Both pathways also activate a related cell-death pathway called necroptosis, and both appear to share initiator and effector processes. In human medicine, a common treatment strategy has been to introduce agents against...
targets that are downstream in a pathologic pathway. Yet if a therapy could be introduced to counteract the most upstream trigger of apoptosis and necroptosis, the resulting downstream activity—including apoptosis and intermediate events that may contribute to decreases in cell function, viability, or activity—would be blocked.

Within the retina, photoreceptors are dependent on the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) for survival. The photoreceptor-RPE interface can be interrupted by a host of conditions—for instance, a neovascular membrane, drusen, or retinal detachment. Photoreceptor cell death is mediated by the Fas pathway, which is the most upstream activator of programmed cell death. Blocking Fas activation keeps photoreceptor cells alive, as has been demonstrated in experimentally induced retinal detachment.1,2 There is also great opportunity for use of this approach in neovascular AMD and a variety of other retinal diseases.3,4 Fas activation is also described as a mediating event in glaucoma, stroke, multiple sclerosis, and a number of neurodegenerative disorders.5,6,7

Neuroprotection is an emerging strategy in neurology, with a variety of compelling preclinical results now coming to the forefront for diseases affecting the central nervous system. However, proving clinical efficacy has remained elusive in systemic diseases.

To this point there has not been much work in retinal neuroprotection, although it would seem that retinal neuroprotection would be an ideal mechanism by which Met12 also has prosurvival activity. In preclinical testing, Met12 prevented the activation of the apoptotic cascade and prevented photoreceptor death (Figure 2).

**ANIMAL MODEL**

Retinal detachment should be an excellent condition to demonstrate the therapeutic potential of Met12. Although modern surgical techniques result in approximately 95% anatomic success in repairing a macula-off retinal detachment, postoperative visual acuity is often significantly impaired. The average patient achieves about 20/50 acuity, and approximately 50% are 20/40 or worse. Most patients are more likely to have 20/200 acuity than 20/20, despite successful repair.

Retinal detachment can be repeatably induced in animal eyes (eg, brown Norway rats) with a subretinal injection of 1% hyaluronic acid.8 With the use of TUNEL staining, which specifically identifies apoptotic cells, it has been demonstrated that photoreceptors in detached retina undergo apoptosis with resulting cell death.8 Injection of Met12 had a protective effect in this animal model. Two months after the subretinal injection of Met12, 80% of photoreceptor cells that would have died due to apoptosis survived.6 Other endpoints including decreased activation of caspase 8 and a 77% reduction of the presence of TUNEL-positive photoreceptors (a reduction in the number of cells undergoing apoptosis) were observed.9 For a patient with a macula-involving retinal (Continued on page 92)
(Continued from page 87) DETACHMENT, INTRAVITREAL MET12 COULD POTENTIALLY DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE POSTOPERATIVE VISUAL ACUITY OUTCOMES.

POTENTIAL APPLICABILITY AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Although the Fas receptor is homologous between rat and human, it is important to note that these data derive from preclinical work and clinical trials are needed to verify the concept of retinal neuroprotection in humans.

Retinal neuroprotection offers many intriguing and promising applications in the retinal therapeutic category. Apoptosis occurs whenever there is separation between photoreceptors and the RPE, regardless of causation. Even in dry AMD—a condition typically thought of as an atrophic process—drusen deposition results in RPE-photoreceptor separation in a similar manner as macula-off retinal detachment.\(^\text{10}\) It is foreseeable that Met12 or a similar inhibitor of photoreceptor apoptosis could be used in conjunction with other therapeutic modalities to preserve visual function in wet and dry AMD as well as other chronic and acute retinal diseases.
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